
Tuesday 9th 
February 2021



Miss Kendrick and Mrs Jackson 
will be in school, and Mr Harvey, 

Miss Howard and Mrs 
Richardson will be supporting 

you from home.



SPaG



_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - where 
someone lives.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - the 
opposite of going in 
reverse.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - to say 
something in passing.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - 
something that comes 
from the Earth, not 
man-made.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ - reaching 
the highest degree of 
something.



Answers

address - where 
someone lives.
forward - the opposite 
of going in reverse.
mention - to say 
something in passing.
natural - something that 
comes from the Earth, 
not man-made.
extreme - reaching the 
highest degree of 
something.



Maths



Starter



Starter:
Tug Harder

https://nrich.maths.org/5898

https://nrich.maths.org/5898


Tug Harder



Times 
Tables



Choose six 
numbers whilst 

the song is 
playing.

6 x tables: 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=e7rYbk9PNuM 

7 x tables:
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WdF_vFAxwas&t
=3s 

Monday
3x, 4x

Tuesday
6x, 7x

Wednesday
8x, 9x

Thursday
11x, 12x

Friday
Choice

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7rYbk9PNuM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e7rYbk9PNuM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdF_vFAxwas&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdF_vFAxwas&t=3s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WdF_vFAxwas&t=3s


As we’ve been 
doing these a 
while now, you 
can choose 
between each, 
or you can do 
both at the 
same time for 
a trickier 
option.



Multiplication, division, fractions, decimals - 
so many skills are based in a good times 

tables knowledge, so we will be 
concentrating on problem solving and 

logical thinking based on our times tables 
this week.





Which four 
multiplication 
and division 
facts does this 
triangle show?







This would be most fun if you could 
do it in a group, either at home, or 
on Skype or something with others.





Tidy Up Time



English



Year 4, Spring 1

Wanted: Space Explorers





Lesson 
Nine



Skills for this lesson:
Objectives: 

- Discuss writing similar to that which they are 
planning to write

- Use fronted adverbials

Spoken language: 

- Listen and respond appropriately
- Consider and evaluate different viewpoints

In 
the

 ro
cke

t, 



Starter



Main Task:
Write a short paragraph to 
go with each sentence from 
the starter challenge.



Tidy Up Time



Lunch Time



Topic



Ancient 
Maya 





Miss K reading of The Hero Twins story

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ujEQSeZ0fIRL1Id6yopqTiL67tKnzwZs/preview




























Task (option 1): 
Re-create the 
story acting 
out the parts - 
get people to 
help you!

Task (option 2): 
Re-create the 
story by 
building a little 
puppet show, 
and film it.



At school we’ve been having board game/ 
other game time in the afternoons for the 
last half hour/ forty minutes to incorporate 

social skills and mental wellbeing. We all need 
this sort of ‘leisure’ time to help our brains 

process what we’re going through. You might 
do something without screens too - baking, 
dog walking, playing games, a kitchen disco - 

who knows!



Tidy Up Time



We finish at 3pm, when adults start 
collecting.

Don’t forget to tune in for the bedtime story 
(or watch whenever you like) about the Maya!


